
3 HOUR WORKSHOP WITH AARON FROUDE 
October 11, 2020 

Location: Della Nicholls Facility @ 97 LeDrew Rd., Conception Bay South, NL 
 

Handler Name   

Address   

City   

Province, Postal Code   

Phone #   

Email   

Dog’s Name    

Dog’s Jump Height   

Dog’s level:  Novice workshop: ____ Dog can sequence but not yet competing 
($150/dog)             ____ Starting to compete (Beginner/Novice), but no title 
Advanced+ workshop: ____ Dog has an agility title – BID/SSB (UKI) 
($150/dog)                     ____ Dog has multiple titles in any given organization  

PLEASE NOTE: I will be arranging workshop groups according to dog skill level.  Morning versus 
afternoon cannot be guaranteed.  I will try to accommodate special requests the best I can.  

 
General Agreement - Not Valid Unless Dated and Signed 

 
I/We, the undersigned, agree that the host business has the right to refuse my entry for causes which DPF Leading 
Agility and the proprietor shall deem to be sufficient. In consideration of the acceptance of this entry and the 
holding of the event and the opportunity to have the dog participate: I/We agree to hold DPF Leading Agility, 
Dianne Ford (the organizer and host organization which it represents including its owner, members), owners of the 
premises upon which the training is being held, harmless from any claims for loss or injury which may be alleged to have 
been caused directly or indirectly to any persons or thing by the act of this dog while in or upon the event premises 
or grounds or near entrances thereto, and I/We personally assume all responsibility and liability for any such claim. 
 
I/We further agree to hold the aforementioned parties harmless from claims of this dog by disappearance, theft, death 
or otherwise from any damage or injury to the dog, whether such loss, disappearance, theft, death or otherwise be 
caused or alleged to be caused by negligence of the parties aforementioned, or by negligence of any person, or any 
cause or causes. 
 
I/We hereby assume the sole responsibility for and agree to indemnify and save the aforementioned parties 
harmless from any and all loss and expense (including legal fees) by reason of the liability imposed by law 
upon any of the aforementioned parties for damage caused by bodily injuries, including death at any time resulting 
thereof, sustained by any person or persons, including myself/ourselves or on account of damage to property, 
arising out of or in consequence of my/our participation in this event, however such injuries, death, or damage 
to property may be caused and whatever or not the same may have been alleged to have been caused by 
negligence of the aforementioned parties or any of their employees or agents or any other persons. 
 
I/We certify and represent that the registered dog is sound (not injured) and is not a hazard to persons or other dogs 
in the workshop. I further certify and represent that the registered dog poses no threat to other animals, people 
(including but not limited to spectators) in the vicinity of the registered events.  
 
COVID-19 Clause: I/We certify that we will conduct the Covid-19 Screening Test the morning of the event, and 
will not attend the event if we answer yes to any of the questions.  I/We will follow all safety precautions as identified 
in the attached safety protocols, and that failure to do so will result in my/our dismissal from the event and all future 
events while the pandemic measures are in effect. I/We acknowledge that we participate in this event at our own risk 
with regard to Covid-19. 
Signature   

 
 

Date   

Location   

 



Protocols for DPF Leading Agility Aaron Froude Workshop October 11, 2020 

Please read the following safety protocols for all DPF Leading Agility Events during social distancing protocols 
with Covid-19 pandemic.  

Anyone who violates these safety protocols will be asked to leave without a refund, and may 
have future registrations refunded/cancelled. 

1. The morning of the event, all participants must conduct a Covid-19 Screening Assessment (see 
attached).  If they answer yes to any of the questions, they must not attend the event, and should 
contact 811 for further information for further testing/screening. Please note, DPF Leading Agility 
will refund the entry fees. 

2. Only registered participants and auditors shall be permitted on the premises.  Any individuals 
who show up without prior paid registration, shall be asked to vacate the premises, no exceptions. 

3. There will be no handouts at the event.  Please bring your own notebooks for making notes of set-
ups/exercises, feedback, etc. 

4. Bring your own chair, shade, crate, water, any snacks (yours or dogs), and training toys.  No 
water/food will be available or shared on site.  There will be pylons marking out crating areas 
for each participant (~10’ apart).  Please set-up at these locations. 

5. All participants must maintain proper social distancing from the host, instructor and other 
participants who are not from the same household/bubble.  

6. Personal protective equipment must be brought with you.  Masks will be required for course 
building, briefings, walk-thrus, and use of washroom.  You will need to supply it yourself, none will 
be provided on site for participants.  PPE is not required inside the agility ring during your run, but 
you may use it if you wish.   

7. A hand sanitizing station will be located at the entry/exit gate of the agility ring, accessible to you 
both in and out of the ring.  You must sanitize your hands upon entering the ring, and upon 
exiting the ring. For your safety, sanitize your hands as the gate will be a common touch point.  

8. In the ring, only you will be permitted to touch your leash, toys.  There will be no handling of 
leashes, toys, dog, phones or cameras by Dianne Ford, or other participants who are not from the 
same household. Treats are not permitted inside the ring during this event.   

9. All dog refuse is to be cleaned and disposed of in the provided garbage bin.  All garbage is to be 
similarly disposed of properly.  All recycling is to be taken home by the participant who 
brought the container.  Recycling shall not be collected/gathered at these events. 

10. In the case of a first aid emergency, Dianne will wear PPE (gloves and mask) to assist the 
individual.  If more assistance is required, anyone who assists must have on PPE (gloves and mask).  
Gloves and disposable masks (not N95) will be available in the First Aid Kit. 

11. When you are assigned course building, you must wear a mask and sanitize your hands before and 
after entering the ring. 

12. If you wish to use the washroom, you must wear a mask and sanitize the bathroom and door handles 
after you are done.  If someone else is using the washroom, please wait outside to give them 
distance to exit the building. 

   

  



DPF Leading Agility Events Screening Assessment 

Date: August 3, 2020  

*Note, pending developments, an updated screening assessment tool may be released prior to the 

event.* 

 

The following is a Screening Tool to determine if you may attend the DPF Leading Agility event (to be 

completed the day of the event).  The results are valid for 24 hours only. 

This is not meant to be used as a tool to assess your overall health nor does it replace a visit to your 

primary care physician.  This tool is meant to assess new or worsening of long‐standing symptoms and 

not other symptoms such as those related to seasonal or environmental allergies.  If you have seasonal 

or environmental allergies and they are worse than normal the day of the event, this constitutes “new 

or worsening” in Question 3. 

 

If you responded NO to all questions, you may attend the DPF Leading Agility event.   

If you responded YES to any of these questions, do not attend the DPF Leading Agility event.  Contact 

Dianne via email for a refund of entry fees. Please, stay home and self‐isolate.  Call 811 or visit 

gov.nl.ca/COVID‐19 for more information as you may be eligible for a COVID‐19 test. 

 


